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ARTICLE

Providing counter-narratives: the positive role of hostels
in the Israeli-Palestinian context

Jack Shepherd and Daniel Laven

European Tourism Research Institute (ETOUR), Mid Sweden University, €Ostersund, Sweden

ABSTRACT
Previous research suggests that tourism has a role to play in chal-
lenging the destructive dominant narratives of the Israeli-
Palestinian context – discourses that traditionally have, and still
do, revolve around sectarianism, Othering and violence. Our case
study focuses on a hostel in the Palestinian city of Ramallah that
boldly attempts to challenge the way tourists view the Israeli-
Palestinian context and Palestine as a tourism destination. We
examine how the hostel attempts to achieve this and the ways in
which being a hostel (as opposed to a hotel) helps its guests with
this reframing through in-depth qualitative interviews conducted
on-site with members of the hostel management and staff, and
through participant observation conducted by the researchers in
Ramallah. Findings shed light on the hostel’s ability to enable
Israelis and Palestinians to cooperate within tourism, and how
Palestine has much more to offer tourists than conflict-related
tourism, thus challenging the master narratives of the region
which have suggested quite the contrary. A key finding is the
hostel’s on-going attempt to remove ignorance about the situ-
ation in the region and promote fact-based learning. The results
also suggest that the very characteristics of a hostel assist in
achieving this mission through the intimate interactions that are
inherent in a hostel setting. Hostels can, therefore, be part of a
wider approach to ensuring tourism is used to promote alterna-
tive, positive narratives of contested space, as opposed to promot-
ing division and externalising the conflict, as is so often the case.

摘要
之前的研究表明, 旅游业在挑战以色列-巴勒斯坦背景下的破坏性
主导叙事方面可以发挥作用——这些话语传统上想来围绕宗派主
义、异己和暴力展开, 现在依然如此。我们的案例研究集中在巴
勒斯坦城市拉马拉的一家青年旅社, 它大胆地尝试挑战游客看待
巴以关系和巴勒斯坦作为旅游目的地的方式。我们通过在现场深
入访谈青年旅社管理人员与员工,以及通过由拉马拉研究人员的参
与观察, 研究了该旅社试图实现这一目标的方式, 以及在这一新框
架下该旅社是如何帮助客人的。调查结果有助于了解该青年旅社
有能力使以色列和巴勒斯坦人在旅游业内进行合作, 以及巴勒斯
坦向游客提供的服务如何远远超过与冲突有关的旅游, 从而挑战
了该地区的主流叙述, 而这些叙述的观点恰恰与实际相反。一个
关键的发现是, 青年旅社正在努力消除对该地区情况的无知, 并促
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进基于事实的学习。研究结果亦显示, 青年旅舍的特色有助于透
过旅舍环境所固有的亲密互动来达成这一使命。因此, 青年旅舍
可以成为一种更广泛的方法的一部分, 以确保旅游业被用来促进
对有争议的空间的替代的、积极的叙述, 而不是像通常情况那样
促进分裂和将冲突外部化。

Introduction

On 12 May 2018, Israel stormed to Eurovision victory in Lisbon with Netta’s playful
song ‘Toy’. At her victory speech two days later in Rabin Square, Tel Aviv, Israelis
flocked to hear her song about female empowerment, splash in the fountains and
party late into the night. On the same day, Palestinians were in mourning after 60
Gazans were killed in protests along the border fence with Israel (Holmes,
Balousha, & Beaumont, 2018), part of the wider so-called ‘Great March of Return’.
The 15th May, perhaps a hungover day in Tel Aviv, was Nakba Day for Palestinians
– the day which commemorates the mass expulsion of Palestinians from their
homes in 1948 after the creation of the state of Israel. These two days say a lot
about the Israeli-Palestinian context today and its dominant narratives, which is
characterised by an unwillingness to see, acknowledge or empathise with the
Other (Sibley, 1995) – making it in the eyes of many, one of the world’s most
intractable cross-cultural conflicts (e.g. Said, 1979; Shavit, 2013). The Israeli-
Palestinian context has boiled down to a destructive stalemate which fits Morrissey
and Gaffikin (2006) description of the eight characteristics of contested space. It is
an intensive and extensive conflict, permeating all facets of social life. It is a per-
sistent conflict that appears unresolvable and has become married with each
respective national identity. It creates enemies in the form of the abject Other
(Sibley, 1995), who is always close and threatening yet largely remains unseen, a
situation facilitated by separation walls and roads (Pullan, 2013). It has generated
mutual victimhood and normalised revenge (Pilecki & Hammack, 2014).
Furthermore, there are those who benefit from the status quo and inhibit progress
to preserve their own standing, who Morrissey and Gaffikin (2006) term as
‘spoilers’. Importantly, however, the conflict is characterised by fluidity and prone
to sudden change – take, for example, the wave of progress made before the Oslo
Agreement in 1993 or the period of carnage known as the Second Intifada
(2000–2005). Both sides continue to suffer in a context that is missing a helpful
‘third-side’ or a domestic willingness to advance peace. Given the failure of political
actors to push forward the peace process, it is time we consider how forms of
non-governmental activity could assist in unsettling this destructive stalemate.
Tourism is one such activity.

This paper explores how tourism as a socio-economic phenomenon could promote
alternative visions of the Israeli-Palestinian context, contrary to the current hegemonic
narratives of violence, victimhood and Othering. To do this, we have taken the
example of a hostel in the Palestinian city of Ramallah to see how it attempts to chal-
lenge this ruinous status quo by promoting alternative, positive narratives of the
deeply contested Israeli-Palestinian space, and also to assess whether the tourism
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space of the hostel assists it in this mission. In doing so, we hope to underline the
role tourism can play in highlighting cross-border relations and cross-cultural under-
standing which are often overlooked within the greater dichotomous vision of Israeli-
Palestinian relations (Koensler, 2016).

Tourism’s role in the narratives of the Israel-Palestinian context

The time-space compression that has occurred in recent decades has meant that we
have become more aware of what is going on in the world, often in places we have
little knowledge of ourselves (Urry, 1995). Tourism is a process whereby these global
connections are established and performed (Hall, 2011; Hannam, Sheller, & Urry, 2006).
It is the movement, not only of human bodies, but also of human minds (including
their political worldviews) and material capital (Hannam, Butler, & Paris, 2014). These
mobilities make possible the production of new spatial dynamics as tourist performan-
ces lead to the (re)making of place and space (Light, 2009).

The involvement of tourists in the co-construction of contested space (Coser, 1956)
can have interesting consequences for the narratives that surround those spaces.
Within the Israeli-Palestinian context, tourists have immense power due to their high
level of mobility capital (Kaufmann, Bergman, & Joye, 2004) within a deeply contested
space that is a very small geographical area. Unlike locals, tourists have the ability to
move rapidly between the two competing sides, hear the competing narratives, and
experience the different emotional geographies. This mobility capital, especially vis-
�a-vis local people who are predominantly stuck within their national boundaries, pla-
ces tourists in a position of being mobile carriers of narratives and ideologies
(Naef, 2016).

Consequently, both sides of the Israeli-Palestinian divide seek to utilise tourists as
messengers of a particular narrative of space so that the tourist will return to their
country of origin and espouse the narrative to which they have been exposed (Brin,
2006). On the Israeli side, scholars have focused on the role of tour guides in imposing
a narrative of contested space that excludes the presence of Palestinians (Brin & Noy,
2010; Clarke, 2000; Feldman, 2007). On the Palestinian side, scholars have written
about the role tourists could play in fighting the Israeli occupation by visiting places
like the Separation Wall and refugee camps, and taking their newfound knowledge
back home in order to ‘advocate for Palestine and Palestinians’ (Kassis, Solomon, &
Higgins-Desbiolles, 2017, p. 43). Many scholars thus see tourism as a form of solidarity
with Palestinians in their struggles against Israel (multiple authors in Isaac, Hall, &
Higgins-Desbiolles, 2017; see also Higgins-Desbiolles, 2009; Isaac & Hodge, 2011).
Some even suggest that tourists should boycott Israel as a sign of support for
Palestinians (Mitri, 2017). Therefore, the predominant narrative of the Israeli-Palestinian
context in tourism studies stresses tourists as partisan actors in contested space (Ram,
Isaac, Shamir, & Burns, 2017). This is not to suggest that tourism scholars desire a pro-
liferation of violence or conflict, but that the dominant narrative is one that normalises
a dichotomous view of space and propagates an ‘us vs them’ or ‘status quo’ mentality,
which does not encourage an awareness of the ambiguous borders that define the
Israeli-Palestinian context (Koensler, 2016; Ram et al., 2017).
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Additionally, this approach ignores the potentially positive roles tourism can play in
promoting reconciliation and peacebuilding in the region – an alternative narrative of
contested space. Although within our study region tourism has largely promoted an
exclusively Zionist or Palestinian view of contested space, there do exist a handful of
examples where tourism has worked to bring people together. For example, Gelbman
(2019) demonstrated how a running race between Bethlehem and Jerusalem, organ-
ised by Israelis, Palestinians and Italians, helped promote the seldom-heard narrative
of hope and reconciliation during the eight years it operated. Gelbman and Laven
(2016) examined the Fauzi Azar Inn, a successful backpacker’s guesthouse in the for-
merly deserted Old City of Nazareth (Israel). It was established by a surprising partner-
ship between a Jewish social entrepreneur and a local Palestinian family. Through the
guesthouse’s work, the local family was able to regain a sense of lost Palestinian iden-
tity through interaction with its guests, and conversely, demonstrate that Jewish-Arab
partnerships were possible. Similarly, Stenvall, Laven, and Gelbman (2017) examined
Juha’s Guesthouse which was established in one of the poorest communities in Israel,
the Arab village of Jisr az-Zarqa. The hostel, again the product of a Jewish and Arab
partnership, attempts to change the perception of Jisr az-Zarqa amongst Israelis who
had hereto considered the village run down and dangerous. The hostel also helped
promote social entrepreneurship and inter-cultural collaboration, thus striving to work
against the Othering that had left the village isolated.

Such examples eschew the narrative that tourists must be placed on the barricades
of one side or the other in order to pursue justice for all in the region. Instead, they
demonstrate that tourists can be important actors in helping local people challenge
the common perceptions in contested space that are detrimental to both people’s
futures. This does not mean that these tourists are what Moufakkir (2010) has termed
a ‘peace tourist’, someone who visits contested space and remains impartial, ‘who
empathizes with both belligerent groups’ and promotes ‘the good news about both
peoples back home’ (Moufakkir, 2010, p.173). Indeed, we believe it is virtually impos-
sible for such a person to exist in such a charged arena. It is precisely the messiness
of contested space that makes the creation of ‘peace constituencies’ (Farmaki, 2017)
or ‘tourism agoras’ (Isaac & Platenkamp, 2012), tourism spaces which promote pro-
ductive debate and reconstructive learning (Hammami & Laven, 2017), so needed. The
above examples show that challenging the status quo does not require tourists to buy
into one exclusive narrative, but rather it requires a helpful engagement with the dirty
realities of deeply contested spaces.

Hostels as spaces that challenge master narratives

This study interrogates the example of a Palestinian hostel to see how, as a tourism
space, it tries to challenge some of the existing dominant narratives that characterise
the Israeli-Palestinian space. Previous research suggests that hostels may be catalytic
spaces for disrupting the hegemony of the current discourses that exist in the region
(Gelbman & Laven, 2016; Stenvall et al., 2017). What has been overlooked however is
why hostels make suitable spaces for challenging master narratives of space in Israel-
Palestine, and beyond?
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The reason for their suitability, we argue, is twofold. Firstly, it has to do with the
nature of the hostel movement as one that seeks to escape from mainstream society.
Youth hostels were first developed in the early 20th century in Europe. They were
built to support young people travelling to rural areas to escape Europe’s industrial-
ised cities by providing cheap and self-sustaining accommodation (Timothy & Teye,
2009). During the 1960s–70s, backpacking increasingly became a pastime for the
youth of developed countries and so hostels popped up across the world to cater to
young people escaping the pressures of parents, careers and social norms. More
recently, hostels have been meeting the demand of a global ‘jet-set’ market looking
for cheap weekends abroad. In all of these stages, hostels have represented estab-
lished bases for those seeking a cheap, fun escape from ‘normal’ life back home. They
are therefore seen as spaces filled with possibility (Ooi & Laing, 2010), and where, like
other forms of tourism accommodation, ‘wider hegemonic social-cultural rela-
tions… .are resisted, contested and affirmed’ (Pritchard & Morgan, 2006, p. 762). What
has assisted this status as spaces of escape is that government and big business has
traditionally eschewed hostels as unworthy of note. Backpackers have traditionally not
been seen as valuable consumers and thus their bases, i.e. hostels, have been ignored.
It is worth noting, for example, that developing countries such as Tanzania actually
wanted to ban backpackers in the 1970–80s, seeing them as a drain and not a benefit
(Timothy & Teye, 2009). Hostels are therefore often regarded as spaces on the fringes
of the tourism economy, satisfying groups of travellers not usually regarded as high
value. This position could be one of the reasons why hostels have the potential to
become resistant bodies to dominant narratives of space.

Secondly, hostels could prove suitable spaces because they represent highly social
spaces where mobile minds from across the world are forced to engage with one
another and with local people. Hostels engender themselves as social spaces due to
their intimacy, which forces human interaction. In hostels, tourists usually sleep in
shared dormitories and share communal areas (i.e. kitchens, bathrooms, lounges).
Moreover, contact with the staff in a hostel is less avoidable than in a hotel where
convention dictates that most of the labour in a hotel is done by staff who are
encouraged to be seen and not heard. In a hostel, with staff members often sleeping
on site and working in the communal areas, the potential for staff and guest relations
increases significantly (Moufakkir & Alnajem, 2017). In this way, hostels can engender
‘feminist hospitality’, whereby ‘the guest and host disrupt each other’s lives sufficiently
to allow for meaningful exchanges that foster interpersonal connections of under-
standing’ (Hamington, 2010, p.24). In addition, the staff and guests often take on simi-
lar roles in that the guest must undertake tasks that are usually the preserve of staff
such as making beds and washing dishes, and the staff often undertake activities such
as travelling and partying, which are also activities of the guests. In this symbiotic rela-
tionship, there is a heightened possibility of communication between staff and guests,
and therefore a greater chance of engaging with the Other. Furthermore, the clientele
of hostels tend to be young travellers who consider social interaction a key criterion
when choosing their accommodation (Moufakkir & Alnajem, 2017). This is no doubt
influenced by the fact that many backpackers travel alone and therefore require social
interaction with people they do not know. Hostel guests also tend to spend more
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time in the local community, building relationships with fellow travellers, local pro-
viders and people (Scheyvens, 2002). In all, hostels represent intimate spaces which
promote forms of fleeting fraternity, maximising the potential for debate, friendship
forming and ergo, the chance of seeing and knowing the Other (Gelbman &
Laven, 2016).

If we return to how tourism could contribute to cross-cultural understanding in
contested space, now equipped with our view of hostels as places that could stimulate
cross-cultural conversation in an intimate and often side-lined space, we can start to
see how hostels have the potential to act as resistant bodies in contested space. One
of the key arguments that has featured in the debate over tourism’s relationship with
cross-cultural understanding, and ergo with peace, rests upon the contact hypothesis
(Allport, 1954), which suggests that when different groups meet under favourable con-
ditions, they will learn about one another, disproving their previously held prejudices
and stereotypes and replacing them with affective ties (Pettigrew, 1998). Tests of con-
tact theory in tourism have had varying results (Anastasopoulos, 1992; Kim, Prideaux,
& Prideaux, 2007; Milman, Reichel, & Pizam, 1990; Pizam, Fleischer, & Mansfeld, 2002;
Pizam, Jafari, & Milman, 1991), yet the take away message appears to be that a series
of conditions need to be met for successful cross-cultural understanding. Particular
emphasis is placed on longer, non-superficial contact between locals and tourists, and
on the importance of a well-managed environment for encouraging and facilitating
cross-cultural conversation (Anastasopoulos, 1992; Chaitin, 2011; Fan, Zhang, Jenkins, &
Lin, 2017; Pizam et al., 2002; Walters, Laven, & Davis, 2017; Wintersteiner &
Wohlmuther, 2014). This supports Pettigrew’s review of contact theory which affirmed
that ‘the contact situation must provide the participants with the opportunity to
become friends’ (Pettigrew, 1998, p. 78). Hostels are an ideal laboratory for contact
theory. They market themselves as intimate spaces where friendships are made. They
encourage contact between guests and staff, and between guests and the local com-
munity. Given that forms of tourist accommodation are receiving growing scrutiny as
to their relationship to geopolitics (Fregonese & Ramadan, 2015), and that there is a
growing need for backpacker accommodation in Israel and Palestine (Selwyn & Isaac,
2016), it seems pertinent now to investigate the potential role hostels could play high-
lighting alternative, positive narratives within the Israeli-Palestinian context.

Study area

Our study is located in the Occupied Palestinian Territories of the West Bank. Tourism
has always been a prominent feature of life in the West Bank because of important
religious sites such as the Church of the Nativity (Bethlehem) and the Mount of
Temptation (Jericho). Although reliable statistics are hard to come by given Palestine’s
lack of any border controls, tourism is said to be growing rapidly in recent years, with
503,000 arrivals in 2017, representing a 25% annual increase in tourism (World
Tourism Organization, 2018), and placing it within the top ten fastest growing national
tourism destinations in the world (Rosen, 2018). Despite the focus on religious tourism,
tourism in Palestine is increasingly diverse and now includes activities such as hiking,
biking and beer festivals. Perhaps the most common alternative form of tourism
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undertaken is what could be called ‘occupation tourism’ – tourism that relates to the
Israeli occupation of the West Bank. This could include visits to the Separation Wall
and refugee camps or partaking in activities which show solidarity with Palestinians
such as helping the olive harvest or joining protest marches (Isaac & Abu Eid, 2019).

However, scholars have also looked at the multitude of struggles Palestine faces in
developing its tourism product, most notably Isaac et al. (2017) book The Politics and
Power of Tourism in Palestine. One of the major challenges that is worth focusing on within
this paper is the restriction of mobility within the West Bank, and the spatial complexity
that has characterised the Israeli occupation since the 1993 Oslo Accords (Pullan, 2013).
The accords split the West Bank into three zones of control, known as the Area system.
Area A is under full civil and security control of the Palestinian Authority. Area B is under
Palestinian civil control but joint Palestinian security and Israeli military control. Area C is
under full Israeli civil and military control (B’Tselem, 2019). Movement between the ‘Areas’
is heavily restricted for local people (see Figure 1), complicated by an array of checkpoints
and permits as well as the Separation Wall, a 707 km long barrier, mostly built on
Palestinian land (Isaac, 2009). This system creates an intolerable situation for Palestinians,
yet for our purposes, it also creates uncertainty among tourists who are left unsure of
where Palestine really is, how one can enter it and whether it is safe to do so.

Our hostel is located in the city of Ramallah, in Area A. Ramallah is seen as the de
facto capital of the Palestinian state given it serves as the administrative centre of the
Palestinian Authority. Despite its importance, Ramallah receives very little tourism
when compared to cities such as Bethlehem (Isaac, 2013). It has no famous religious
sites, and the city is located a few kilometres from the Separation Wall, which has
become an increasingly popular tourist attraction in its own right. Even though
Ramallah is a liberal ‘bubble’ in Palestine where it is possible to dress casually and
drink alcohol in bars (Ganim, 2015), outsiders still perceive it as a threatening place,
particularly Israelis. When, for example, we told some Israeli colleagues of our inten-
tion to conduct a study in Ramallah, we were told that such a venture was a near
death-sentence for us.

It is within this context that we come to our hostel, called Area D. The Area D hos-
tel was established in 2014 by a Swiss backpacker who has experience working with
NGO’s in the region. This experience led him to believe that developing backpacker
tourism in Palestine would make a significant difference for Palestinians. Area D
became one of the first hostels in Ramallah and since then, it has welcomed over
8000 guests in four years. It has proved a popular hostel, well rated on booking plat-
forms such as Booking.com and Hostelworld, and attracts a young, highly educated cli-
entele who are either travelling in the region, or work in the West Bank or Israel. The
name Area D is significant as it relates to the Area system described above. As a sup-
posed fourth area, the hostel describes itself as being ‘beyond the confines’ of the
Israeli-Palestinian context and aims to ‘provide a neutral space from which tourists can
comfortably explore the realities of a confusing environment, without forcing them to
adhere to any ideology’ (Area D, 2019). It seeks to curate a setting within which
informed decisions can be taken about a ‘confusing context usually viewed only
through the distorted lens of the nightly news’ (Ibid.). Although space is never neutral
(Pullan, 2013), Area D’s commitment to at least freedom of expression is bold and
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brave in a context where plurality is rarely celebrated. Area D therefore presents itself
as a liminal space within which the imperialism of the map might be overcome, and a
new discursive space might be carved out. As part of this call to escape the status
quo, Area D encourages its guests to cross their own borders (Figure 2) – an invitation
for tourists to come and see what life is like in Palestine in spite of their fears. Area D

Figure 1. Area A sign. Taken by the primary author. September 2018.
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represents therefore an attempt to overcome some of the dominant narratives of the
Israeli-Palestinian context. The ways in which it does this will be explored in our
results and discussion.

Method

This study is an exercise in tourism geography as it seeks to understand tourism’s rela-
tionship with the environment within which it takes place (Mitchell & Murphy, 1991).
It takes an inductive approach whereby we have allowed direct field experience to
inform theory development (Patton, 2002) and follows a case study orientation by
focusing solely on the Area D hostel. Given our study explores the challenging of
dominant narratives of space, we used the method of understanding narratives, i.e.
qualitative methods (Lew, 2011). We have combined the three core elements of quali-
tative work: participant observation, in-depth interviews and document analysis
(Patton, 2002). This said, in-depth interviews were the focus of our data set. Other
studies looking at hostels in the region have used similar methodological approaches
(Gelbman & Laven, 2016; Stenvall et al., 2017).

Figure 2. Poster for Area D. Taken by the primary author, February 2018.
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Document analysis was undertaken initially through a comprehensive internet
search for material relating to the hostel. The hostel’s own webpage was invaluable as
it gave us a clear sense of the dominant narratives the hostel intends to challenge.
Guest reviews left on booking platforms were also insightful in reassuring us that the
hostel is both a comfortable yet intellectually challenging space.

Fieldwork was then conducted where we visited the Area D hostel on three separ-
ate occasions between January 2018 and April 2019. During these visits, we conducted
in-depth interviews with the hostel’s management and staff. Four interviews were con-
ducted on-site and one interview was conducted remotely via Skype. The interviews
were conducted at a time and place of the respondent’s choosing. Our sampling
approach was purposeful, dictated by the intimate nature of the hostel, with all mem-
bers of staff considered viable informants. These interviews focused on understanding
how the staff interpret the espoused message of Area D as found in its promotional
and online materials, and on understanding the importance of the physical/social
space of the hostel in challenging some of the dominant narratives of the Israeli-
Palestinian space. Interviews were recorded with the consent of the respondents and
were conducted in English given the high level of English demonstrated by the staff
in the hostel. After being transcribed, the data were then coded and analysed for
explanatory themes, which have informed the way we have structured our
results below.

During our time in Ramallah, we also conducted extensive participant observation
where the focus was on understanding the workings of the hostel, both in how the
staff try to bring to life the vision of the hostel and also in how the guests of the hos-
tel respond to this attempt. As on-site observers, we immersed ourselves in the daily
life of the hostel - sleeping in the dormitory rooms, sharing breakfast in the kitchen,
going on excursions out of the hostel with other guests and staff, and sitting and con-
versing with guests as they came and went. Usually, we presented ourselves as ordin-
ary guests of the hostel, but if asked, we did not shy away from revealing our
identities as researchers too. As part of participant observation, notes were continually
written down about what other guests thought of their time at Area D and how staff
engaged with guests. Photos were also taken to add another, visual layer to our data.
Moreover, biographical notes were recorded as to how we, also guests in this hotel,
experienced the hostel. Participant observation not only allowed us the opportunity to
build rapport with both staff and guests, it also gave us the chance to improve the
questions we were to ask in our in-depth interviews and triangulate other forms
of data.

No methods section would be complete without acknowledging a few important
methodological considerations. First of all, as researchers we had to be reflexive about
our position (historical, social and economic) in relation to the Israeli-Palestinian con-
text. Our positionality was one of both insider and outsider (Bourke, 2014), given that
we are well-versed in the discourse that surrounds the Israeli-Palestinian context hav-
ing both studied the topic for many years, yet at the same time, remain outsiders
given we have spent the majority of our lives living outside the region and do not
speak the local language, Arabic. This state of ‘between’, may as Miraftab (2004)
argues, have helped our data set given that respondents understood we were familiar
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with the context of their work but at the same time, knew that we were not married
to either side in this contested space. Naturally, any form of ‘outsider’ position comes
with its own weaknesses of awareness and relatability, especially in cross-cul-
tural settings.

Moreover, we took great care in protecting both ourselves and our research partici-
pants in this highly charged setting. With guests (and researchers) facing the prospect
of a ten-year ban from the region for visiting Ramallah, and with the hostel’s owner
having already been fallaciously jailed in Palestine, it was crucial that we guarded the
anonymity of our research respondents. It is for this reason that no names are used
throughout this paper. It is also why we stored our data securely throughout the study
period and destroyed any raw data after use.

Finally, we are aware that our research contains some limitations, beyond those
imposed by our positionality and the security situation in the region. The number of
interviews in the study is small and focuses solely on the management the hostel. This
was dictated by the small-scale nature of the management structure of the hostel, as
reported in similar papers (Gelbman & Laven, 2017; Stenvall et al., 2017) and by our
desire to understand how the hostel challenges the dominant narratives of the Israeli-
Palestinian context, more than how tourists experience the hostel, even though such
input would indeed be interesting. Although our results should not be considered
generalisable given the context specific nature of both the hostel, the city of Ramallah
and the region, they may be transferable to similar contested settings.

Findings: challenging dominant narratives of contested space

Our data illustrates, through two major themes, how the hostel challenges the domin-
ant narratives of the Israeli-Palestinian context. The first narrative that our data chal-
lenges is that crossing the Israeli-Palestinian divide in any sense (commercially,
physically, psychologically etc.) is dangerous and discouraged. The second is that
Palestine is a limited tourism destination, i.e. it is perceived as threatening and danger-
ous, and is characterised by occupation/activist tourism. The hostel overcomes these
two dominant narratives by removing ignorance through observation and promoting
fact-based learning, and the establishment of a forum for open discussion where plur-
ality of debate is permitted and encouraged. Our results will then go on to show how
Area D is assisted in its attempts to achieve these aims by the very fact that it is
a hostel.

Challenging the dominant narrative that crossing the Israeli-Palestinian divide
is dangerous and discouraged

Let us think back to Figure 1. It tells us that crossing borders in the region is illegal
and ‘dangerous to your lives’, especially for Israelis. The message is clear, Israelis and
Palestinians must not fraternise. This message fits comfortably within the existing
dominant narrative of the region, that Israelis and Palestinians consider each other the
abject Other (Sibley, 1995) and regard one another through the maxim ‘One man’s
loss is another man’s gain’. Area D tries to frustrate this narrative in the very fact of its
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existence, which leads to tourists crossing Area boundaries to move from Israeli terri-
tory to Area A and Ramallah. It also frustrates this dominant narrative in that it actively
takes part in cross-border cooperation. When setting up the hostel, the owner
received a great deal of advice from partner hostels in Israel, such as what type of
property to get and how to manage the uncertainty of business in a shifting security
situation. The very fabric of the hostel is the product of cross-border transactions
given that much of the furniture of the hostel was purchased from Jews living in
Jerusalem. Once the hostel was established, Area D cemented its relationships with
hostels across Israel by becoming a member of the Israeli Hostels Network. In return,
Israeli hostels are promoting Area D, something we saw on the ground during several
trips to the region. At Area D, we saw five different Israeli hostels promoted on-site.
What is remarkable is how not only is a hostel located in Palestine promoting hostels
in Israel in a context that discourages contact and often promotes boycott, but also
that we see brochures for two hostels located in the Golan Heights, which are still
today disputed Israeli territories (see, for example, Figure 3).

All the staff agree that these cross-border partnerships bring more guests. As the
owner (Interviewee A) affirms:

‘There’s a possibility for cross-border collaboration, and it’s not going to be that these
Israeli hostels are … refusing to send people to a dangerous place or to the
enemy’s place’

Indeed, working together makes economic sense in a region where tourists nearly
always have to travel in Israel in order to reach Palestine.

For some of the staff interviewed, this (alternative) message of Israeli-Palestinian
relations was an easy transition. One receptionist (Interviewee B), for example, had
already taken part in a number of cross-cultural workshops aimed at bringing more
understanding between Israelis and Palestinians. He has no problem with the idea of
hosting Israelis at the hostel – if such a thing were legal. For others, the intended nar-
rative of Area D in this regard is hard to swallow. The front desk manager (Interviewee
C) saw any cooperation with Israelis as a form of collaboration (in a pejorative sense).
He distrusted the Israelis; even Israeli human rights groups such as B’Tselem.
Interviewee C’s position was therefore characteristic of the difficulty the hostel and its
ownership faces in trying to overcome the dominant narrative of cross-border relations
when it employs Palestinian staff who are emotionally invested in the current context.
This difficult equilibrium created a contradictory environment where, for example,
adverts for Israeli hostels were displayed alongside posters calling for a boycott of
Israel (Figure 4).

Other challenges are present too in this regard such as the fact that Israelis are for-
bidden by law from staying in Ramallah, and that local Palestinians without marriage
certificates are not allowed to stay at the hostel due to West Bank accommodation
legislation, thereby limiting the chance of cross-cultural exchange. The biggest prob-
lem however is the fact that both staff and guests put themselves at risk when chal-
lenging this particular master narrative. For the staff, it was felt that working with
Israelis could get them labelled as traitors by other Palestinians, and for the guests,
their decision to cross into Area A and Ramallah put them at risk of lengthy interroga-
tion at Israeli airports when they flew home, something many guests told us was a
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concern of theirs. Despite these challenges, Area D, in both its name and the partner-
ships it seeks out, represents a rare challenge to the narrative of a zero sum game,
proving Koensler’s (2016) theory that the boundaries of the Israeli-Palestinian context
are more blurred than often thought.

Figure 3. Brochure for Isareli hostel in the Golan Heights on display at Area D. Taken by the pri-
mary author, September 2018.
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Challenging the dominant narrative that Palestine is limited as a tourism
destination

The second narrative that Area D seeks to challenge is the narrative that Palestine is a dan-
gerous, unpopular tourism destination, limited by occupation/activist tourism. This narra-
tive stems from a number of sources, including a global media that has focused on acts of
Palestinian violence, academia and civil society which has focused on Palestinian activism,
and Israeli dominance of the tourism market in the region that results in a deleterious

Figure 4. A poster on the wall in Area D, calling for a boycott of Israeli goods. Taken by the pri-
mary author, September 2018.
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framing of Palestinian space. It is a narrative that has negative consequences for
Palestine’s image as a tourism destination (Isaac & Abu Eid, 2019) and one that the hostel
staff are all too cognizant of. As the owner (Interviewee A) explains:

‘One of our biggest challenges is that any tourist who comes to visit us through Israel [is
told] that they are risking their lives by taking the bus to Ramallah, never mind spending
a night in a hostel and backpacking around the whole West Bank’

Staff members point to the fact that when Israeli hostels make trips into the West
Bank, they often go in a bulletproof bus; clearly suggesting the West Bank is a danger-
ous place to visit. And although most of the guests we spoke to were irritated by the
focus of Western media on a violent or miserable Palestine, one older German guest
retorted to our question of what he was doing in Palestine by saying ‘Well, no one
comes here as a tourist really’.

Area D is living testimony that these perceptions do not give us the full picture
about Palestine. The owner (Interviewee A) confirmed that the hostel was the product
of an unmet demand for cheap tourism accommodation in Palestine:

‘I knew that the market was there… .I was hosting couch-surfers in Ramallah… and the
volume of requests I was getting was enormous, I couldn’t fulfil them all… .I realised
there’s potential to host people and inform people on a much bigger scale that would
require running things as a business’

As the UNWTO statistics demonstrate, Palestine is a growing tourism destination
and Area D is a result of that fact. Its opening, along with a number of other hostels
which also opened during the same time period, has formed part of what staff called
a backpacking ‘boom’ in the West Bank. With a network of hostels forming in
Palestine, it is now possible to talk of how hostels such as Area D are encouraging
tourists to consume tourism in Palestine itself rather than seeing Palestine and
Palestinians as but a blur in the window of a bus on a day trip from Israel, as is usually
the case of tourists in the West Bank (Pullan, 2013). Yet the status quo remains that
Israeli tour companies dominate the tourism market of the West Bank. The assistant
manager (Interviewee D) summarises the current situation:

‘If you just Google tourists in the West Bank…none of the tours that turn up on that
page are actually Palestinian; while the product is being consumed in the West
Bank… it’s not actually being produced in the West Bank’

Area D is working to counter this situation, encouraging tourists to come and stay
in Palestine, something which will enable Palestinians themselves to decide how their
country is seen through tourism. At the moment, the discourse around what tourism
should do for Palestine has focused on occupation-related tourism (Chaitin, 2011;
Higgins-Desbiolles, 2009; Isaac et al., 2017; Isaac & Hodge, 2011). Area D tries to
expand tourists’ perceptions of Palestine by promoting Palestine as a destination, not
only for learning about the occupation and its impacts, but also about other aspects
of life in Palestine, as Interviewee D argues:

‘If you want to increase your business, using the conflict is an easy way to make a lot of
money…what [tourism] should do is help us imagine a better future… the horizon
should not be the conflict today. It should be beyond that. And since that tourism is
kinda the theatre industry… you actually get to choose which role you want to play. And
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by doing so, you could explore other aspects of our life here… for example, instead of
just limiting your experience of Palestine to refugee camps and the wall… you could also
see a family, go to a wedding…Maybe you won’t remember all the details of how long
the wall was but you’ll remember the taste of the maqluba you had at a homestay. It
would be sad if we focus most of our hearts on negative emotions because it eventually
gets back to us’

Staff members see this focus as a way of preparing for a future when the occupation
is over, as well as encouraging tourists to see Palestine as more than just an oppressed
and victimised land. Despite the irony that the hostel’s name and its d�ecor – a smorgas-
bord of occupation related material from UN reports to tear gas canisters – relate very
heavily to the geopolitical situation in the region, the hostel does try hard to promote
other aspects of life in Palestine. One member of staff owns a booking platform selling
tours such as donkey hikes or yoga retreats. Another runs cycling tours in Ramallah.
Another balances his tours of the contested heart of Hebron with visits to workshops of
ceramics, glassware and embroideries. The weekly activity board in the hostel tells of a
country not just under occupation, but one of cultural events such as the stereotype
confounding Oktoberfest in Taybeh or climbing in wadis (See Figure 5). Guests greatly
appreciated this opportunity to experience a Palestine they did not expect.

By challenging this master narrative of Palestine as a limited destination, i.e. a
dangerous and victimised place, Area D supports a more constructive vision of the
future, a future after the wall, where Palestinians need not be seen by the outside
world as merely victims but a people with interests and offerings like anyone else.
A step towards humanising Palestinians in the face of a dehumanising situation.

Promoting fact-based learning and plurality

The above two themes are however subthemes of a much wider theme, and that is
the hostel’s role in challenging the root causes of these dominant narratives:

Figure 5. Activity board in hostel common room. Taken by the primary author, September 2018.
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ignorance, stereotyping and sectarian thinking. To combat this, the hostel takes on
the role of explainer, claiming it will help guests to ‘explore the realities of a confusing
environment’ (Area D, 2019). Clearly, there is a need for this role given the lack of
understanding most people have of the complexities of the Israeli-Palestinian context.
Staff mentioned how, for example, many guests do not understand why there are
refugee camps in Palestine or why Palestinians have not all risen up in revolt. To coun-
ter ignorance, the hostel takes facts very seriously. Everywhere, plastered on every
conceivable wall in the hostel, are facts. Indeed, as Interviewee C joked, perhaps this is
why the toilets get messy so quickly, as guests are too busy reading the facts on
water restrictions whilst going to the loo! The owner of the hostel insists on the pres-
ence of academic, NGO and governmental sources everywhere, including holding his
Palestinian employees to the same referential standards. As Interviewee A describes:

‘I do constantly remind the staff, especially when they are running tours, that they need
to be 100% fact based, that anything they say, that if somebody challenges them, I want
them to be able to send, email an article after the tour from… a media outlet that shows
what the facts are on the issue’

Yet facts are not enough. The majority of guests are not interested in ploughing
through forests of literature. It is for this reason that the hostel encourages not just
fact-based learning but experiential learning. It is why its advertising calls for tourists
to peer over the wall and cross their own borders (Figure 2). All the staff spoke about
how tourists simply had to come and see for themselves what Palestine was like so
they could overcome some of their stereotypes about the country:

‘It’s the kind of place that needs to be seen to be believed, by anybody. And once they
see, there’s certain points that you either have to flat out deny or you accept them’
Interviewee A

‘They come with this psychological element of being doubtful or they have some sort of
prejudice or being unknowledgeable of what they’re going there for, and the moment
they make it and they see it is actually just another place with people and
children… .they have a feeling of comfort’ Interviewee D

Yet no matter how many facts and how many days in Palestine a tourist is exposed
to, as Interviewee C says, there is no ‘machine at the door to change people’s minds’.
In reality, far from being a neutral space which it claims to be, the hostel is rather a
setting where people from completely different ontological realms gather in a con-
fined and politically sensitive space. As discussed in the literature review, plurality of
thought is not something often celebrated through tourism in the region. Area D tries
to counteract this by creating a ‘safe space’ for discussion, in what could tentatively
be called a ‘tourism agora’ (Isaac & Platenkamp, 2012), a place where debate is held in
a respectful manner. Debate is tough and uncomfortable. Some members of staff felt
uncomfortable when guests came with overtly Zionist opinions, whereas others felt,
ironically, that the pro-Palestinian activists who stayed at the hostel were the ones
that made them most uncomfortable. Overall though, this mixing of opinions had pro-
ductive and hopeful outcomes. For example, although Interviewee C feels he has little
to learn about the future of the Israeli-Palestinian context from guests, he appreciated
learning the different points of view that exist out there:
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‘I got to know the different points of view about Palestine, like at some point I never
called Palestine and Israel a conflict. I don’t think it is but I didn’t know it was called this
way. I think occupation, colonisation etc. but not conflict’.

Interviewee B, on the other hand, felt it was the guests who could learn something
about reconciliation from him. One story was very revealing:

‘I remember one girl, an American Jew… she was going to stay for one night but ended
up staying five days, and she got so… connected… to the Palestinian point of view. I
remember she was writing an email to her mum… she showed it to me before sending,
and she was saying things, in a negative way about Israelis. For someone Palestinian it
would feel “yes!” but I told her if I were you I wouldn’t say it this way… .you cannot
generalise this for whole Israelis’

The hostel therefore seeks to challenge the root cause of the destructive master
narratives of the Israeli-Palestinian context by standing up to ignorance through fact-
based learning and on-site observation, and promoting transformational or recon-
structive learning (Hammami & Laven, 2017) through frank and open dialogue. In this
way, the hostel endeavours to provide the conditions necessary for successful contact
theory (Pettigrew, 1998).

The importance of the tourism space of the hostel

What is it about hostels that makes them suitable for challenging damaging master
narratives in contested space? Our data suggested that this is associated with three
factors at Area D: the characteristics of its clientele, the intimacy of the hostel space,
and thirdly, the fact that the hostel represents a known refuge in a landscape of fear.

Firstly, it was clear that backpackers are seen as an ideal group to challenge the
existing stereotypes of Palestine given that they engage closely with the local commu-
nity, thus supporting Scheyvens (2002) positive assessment of backpacker tourism.
Apart from the economic benefit that the hostel’s guests were seen to bring to small
local food vendors and shops, their willingness to go out and about, ‘to get lost on
public transport and talk to people’ (Interviewee D), meant that unlike the group tours
that pass through Ramallah, ‘they interact with locals far more’ (Interviewee B). Several
guests formed friendships with local Palestinians and went, for example, for coffee or
skateboarding with locals. Due to the nature of the hostel as a backpackers hang out,
providing only the basic necessities of life (bed, shower etc.), the hostel was merely a
base from which guests could venture out to connect with the local community. This
therefore places the hostel as a far more suitable space for successful cross-cultural
exchange (and, thus, contact theory) than say a bus tour or a hotel which provide all
the necessary services for the tourist, minimising their contact with local people.
Furthermore, backpackers were seen as symbolic of the hostel’s attempt to bring the
benefits of tourism in Palestine to Palestinians. Backpackers don’t appreciate over-
heads; they want to go straight to the supplier and therefore the current situation,
whereby tourism flows through Israeli channels to consume a Palestinian product, ran
contrary to the ‘backpacker spirit’ (Interviewee D).

Secondly, Area D engendered social interaction due its small size. It is spread over
a single floor in a tall apartment block accessed by one lift. The majority of guests
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sleep in dormitories and guests share all the facilities with the staff. What results is an
extremely intimate space where conversation is all but unavoidable. Area D is thus an
inescapably social space. The staff mentioned how the hostel gave them the oppor-
tunity to meet many people from outside of Palestine and have conversations they
never dreamed they would have, making them curious about others and their own
culture in the process. The effect of this could be life changing according to
Interviewee C:

‘I changed people here, staff here change people when they come to the hostel but it is
also happening the other way around, because I don’t only speak, I also hear… So, you
get to understand yourself more, you break a lot of what you think are red lines… [it]
has been life changing’

This brings back the notion that hostels could foster feminist hospitality
(Hamington, 2010) – the creation of understanding through the disruption of each
other’s lives in such an intimate space.

Finally, one of the main reasons why it is possible for Area D to challenge narratives of
the region is because of the fact it is a well-rated hostel with single beds (instead of bunk
beds) and good Wi-Fi. As Wilson and Richards (2008) wrote, backpackers tend to seek out
spaces where like-minded or even ethnically similar people will surround them. Given that
Palestine is perceived as a hostile landscape for many, the simple fact that tourists know
there is a space in Ramallah they can come to, that is safe, clean and where other inter-
national guests are, means tourists are willing to take the plunge to spend time in
Palestine. Staff are aware of the ‘refuge’ status of the hostel. Interviewee D affirms:

‘I see it in their eyes when they actually reach the hostel you know; now they are in their
comfort zone … the first thing they see is local faces and also international faces… so
they see that this place has a vibe, others have made it, so it gives a feeling of comfort’

The hostel, by its sheer existence, is therefore a way ‘to bring in tourists who
wouldn’t otherwise come to the West Bank’ (Interviewee A). It is this reason why the
staff at Area D do not see other hostels as great competition. Indeed, they suggest,
that if three hostels can make it in Ramallah, this simply means tourists will be more
reassured to come. As the owner (Interviewee A) says:

‘My ideal guests were Jews from abroad who were going to backpack, who clearly didn’t
feel safe in Ramallah, who would come and then learn what there is to see and if they
would go back after the trip and talk to ten people about what they really saw, I felt that
would have an impact on how people perceive what’s going on in this place’

Indeed, it would be impossible not to become aware of what is going on. The showers
are only used at certain times in the day due to imposed water restrictions and power
cuts are a routine occurrence. The hostel is decorated in tear gas canisters and rubber
bullets, and the view from the lounge overlooks the Separation Wall, refugee camps and
settlements. The biggest factor in making people aware of all this, as well as the lighter,
human sides of life in Ramallah, is getting people to be bold and brave enough to visit
Ramallah. Therefore, the existence of the hostel as a Western designed space, where
American style coffee is available and the Wi-Fi works, means a space is created that
encourages tourists to be bold enough to cross into Palestine and thus, the hostel has a
platform from which to challenge these dominant narratives of Palestinian space.
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Conclusion

Contemporary historian Yuval Harari says that the reason that humans can work effect-
ively in large numbers as societies is due to a ‘mysterious glue’ that binds us all
together. This mysterious glue, in his eyes, are stories (Harari, 2017). Stories are how
we make sense of the world and the frames through which we view other human
beings. It is for this reason that we focus on some of the dominant narratives of the
Israeli-Palestinian context and tourism’s potential role within these. These narratives
are so awesomely powerful that they have become self-sustaining. In the media, one
rarely is given the chance to see a narrative of the region other than one of sectarian-
ism and mutual denial of the Other’s right to their own narratives. We are therefore
left with a situation whereby a global consensus has emerged that Israelis and
Palestinians do not cooperate, that Palestine is dangerous, and that open discussion is
impossible due to the sheer emotion of the situation in the region. It is at this impasse
that we must seek out those supressed narratives in the region which run counter to
these dominant narratives, those examples of crosscutting relations that Koensler
(2016) highlights and which scholars such as Ram et al. (2017) or Hammami and
Laven (2017) make evident in their very authorship. Our study aimed to discover if
tourism can play in a role in promoting such alternative narratives.

Our fieldwork at Area D showed that tourism provided the impetus for hostels on
either side of the Israeli-Palestinian divide to work together despite the presence of a
multitude of obstacles. It demonstrated that tourism could provide a stage through
which it is possible to portray an alternative vision of Palestine than just one of abjec-
tion and violence. It revealed how even within the heart of the divisive Area system, it
is possible within a tourism space to create a forum for civilised, fact-based learning.
Our study therefore supports the studies of Gelbman and Laven (2016) and Stenvall
et al. (2017) in demonstrating how hostels can provide productive spaces for challeng-
ing the hegemony of divisive narratives within the Israeli-Palestinian context.

Moreover, our results showed how hostels are particularly well suited tourism
spaces for cross-cultural learning. They attract a clientele who are keen to (and forced
to) engage with local people for their food and services. They provide an intimate set-
ting where interaction between guests, staff and the local community is unavoidable,
providing the basis for feminist hospitality (Hamington, 2010) and thus the breaking
down of prejudices and stereotypes. Therefore, in our study region, hostels, as part of
the alternative tourism industry, have an important role in developing a positive
image of Palestine through the closer engagement of tourists with local people (Isaac
& Abu Eid, 2019).

In addition, we have tried to contribute to the debate surrounding tourism’s role in
promoting cross-cultural understanding. We have demonstrated how hostels can have
a transformative impact on both guest and host alike, and thus they represent well-
suited spaces for testing Allport’s (1954) contact theory. They do this as they provide
many of the conditions which scholars have suggested are necessary for contact the-
ory: longer duration of guest stays, genuine communication, interaction between tour-
ist and host community and a well-managed, supportive social and physical
environment for cross-cultural engagement (Anastasopoulos, 1992; Chaitin, 2011; Fan
et al., 2017; Pettigrew, 1998; Pizam et al., 2002; Walters et al., 2017; Wintersteiner &
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Wohlmuther, 2014). Based on the results of this study, we therefore encourage future
research to build on this study by empirically testing attitude change amongst hostel
guests within contested spaces like Palestine.

To conclude, Area D has its fair share of challenges in resisting the dominant narra-
tives of the Israeli-Palestinian context, and hostels are far from being a panacea for
the Israeli-Palestinian question. Hostels are primarily businesses for their owners and a
place to rest one’s head for their guests. Yet we should not shy away from acknowl-
edging the powerful role that hostels, and tourism more generally, can play in frustrat-
ing a status quo which has led to a disastrous stalemate for both Israelis and
Palestinians. Tourists, as hypermobile bodies, as potential carriers of alternative visions
of the Israeli-Palestinian space, hold a great deal of power to promote productive dis-
courses such as the ones seen at Area D, or on the other hand, to continue to pro-
mote sectarian politics through tourism. Scholars too have their role to play in this
regard. As Said (1978, p. xxiv) wrote:

‘It would seem a vital necessity for independent intellectuals always to provide alternative
models to the reductively simplifying and confining ones, based on mutual hostility, that
have prevailed in the middle east’.

We hope that for our part that we contributed in this vein.
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